
 
 

 
 

Vital-Ice  
 

 

 

Experience the invigorating power of cold therapy 
like never before with our latest innovation - 
Vital-Ice. Designed with group sessions in mind, 
Vital-Ice is the ultimate wellness oasis where you 
and your tribe can embark on a journey of 
rejuvenation, resilience, and togetherness. 

 

  

Specifications 

Dimensions 390 x 228 x 155 cm 

Capacity 1 person Rock design 

Length 390 cm 

Width 228 cm 

Height 155 cm 

Number of Seats  13 

Standing Places 3 

Skimmers 2 

Sand Filter 1 

Silent Chillers 2 

Steps  4 (180 cm wide) 

Brand Passion Ice Baths 



 
 

 
 

 
1. Inspired by Passion Spas Flagship 
Design 
At the heart of Vital-Ice lies a design inspired by 
the flagship elegance of Passion Spas. With 
meticulous attention to aesthetics, we've 
crafted Vital-Ice to not only deliver the 
remarkable benefits of cold therapy but also to 
be a visual masterpiece. 

2. EFFICIENT CHILLERS FOR OPTIMAL 
PERFORMANCE 
What sets Vital-Ice apart is its advanced cooling 
system. As a standard feature, it includes two 
powerful chillers that ensure precise 
temperature control, guaranteeing an 
invigorating and consistent cold therapy 
experience. For those in warmer climates or 
seeking even colder temperatures, an optional 
upgrade to four chillers is available, making 
Vital-Ice adaptable to your specific needs. 

3. Enhanced Comfort and Accessibility 
with Vital-Ice: Seating Options for Every 
User 
One of Vital-Ice's standout features is its 
accessibility. Equipped with four wide and 
sturdy steps measuring 180 cm in width, 
entering, and exiting the bath is smooth and 
safe. 

Moreover, Vital-Ice offers diverse seating 
heights. With a seating capacity of up to 13 
individuals, the bath accommodates varying 
body sizes and preferences. This versatility 

ensures that each participant can find their 
preferred seating position, whether seated or in 
a standing posture. Featuring a 50 square foot 
filter and a built-in skimming module, our 
system ensures your bath maintains crystal-
clear, inviting blue water. 

 

4. Cost-Efficient Wellness for Group 
Sessions 
Vital-Ice isn't just about wellness; it's also an 
economical choice. With its spacious design and 
the ability to accommodate up to 13 people, it's 
perfect for group sessions. This means that you 
can share the invigorating benefits of cold 
therapy with friends, family, or clients, 
spreading the cost among more users. It's an 
economical way to enjoy the benefits of cold 
therapy together. 

5. COMMITTED TO YOUR WELLNESS: 
PASSION ICE BATHS 
At Passion Ice Baths, we are dedicated to 
crafting exceptional ice baths and fostering 
enduring relationships. We prioritize your 
satisfaction not just today, but for the long haul. 
Drawing from our extensive experience in the 
wellness industry, we meticulously design and 
construct top-tier ice baths, utilizing premium 
components. We stand firmly behind our 
products, offering unwavering support to our 
valued partners and customers, ensuring your 
journey to wellness remains exceptional.

 

 


